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Competitive Healing of Creep-Induced Damage
in a Ternary Fe-3Au-4W Alloy

Y. FU, C. KWAKERNAAK, W.G. SLOOF, F.D. TICHELAAR, E. BRÜCK, S. VAN
DER ZWAAG, and N.H. VAN DIJK

Autonomous healing of creep-induced grain boundary cavities by Au-rich and W-rich
precipitates was studied in a Fe-3Au-4W (wt pct) alloy at a fixed temperature of 823 K
(550 �C) with different applied stresses. The ternary alloy, with two supersaturated healing
solutes, serves as a model system to study the interplay between two separate healing agents.
The creep properties are evaluated and compared with those of the previously studied Fe-Au
and Fe-W binary systems. The microstructures of the creep-failed samples are studied by
electron microscopy to investigate the cavity filling behavior and the mass transfer of
supersaturated solute to the defect sites. Compared to the Fe-Au and Fe-W alloys, the new
Fe-Au-W alloy has the lowest steady-state strain rate and the longest lifetime. The site-selective
filling of the creep-induced cavities is attributed to two different categories of precipitates:
micron-sized Au-rich precipitates and nano-sized W-rich precipitates. The Au-rich precipitates
are found capable to fully heal the cavities, while the W-rich precipitates show only a limited
degree of healing. The two types of precipitates show a reluctance to coexistence, and the
formation of W-rich precipitates is suppressed strongly. A model is proposed to describe the
competitive healing behavior of the Au-rich and W-rich precipitates.
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I. INTRODUCTION

WHEN metals are exposed to an elevated tempera-
ture (T> 0.4 Tmelt), the application of a constant stress
generally causes a time-dependent increase in strain.
This phenomenon is known as creep. During creep,
quasi-spherical micron-sized cavities form preferentially

at the grain boundaries oriented perpendicular to the
load direction. When these cavities are formed, they
grow and coalesce into micro- and subsequently
macro-cracks, which ultimately leads to failure. Tradi-
tionally, efforts have been made to improve the creep
resistance by stabilizing the microstructure of the
material and postpone the cavity propagation as long
as possible.[1–3] As cavity nucleation is assumed to be
inevitable, the concept of self-healing[4–6] is proposed as
an alternative strategy, in which the occurrence of the
cavities triggers dissolved (non-majority) atoms to move
towards the defects and fill them. In this self-healing
approach the cavity growth can be interrupted before
coalescence takes place.
The idea of self-healing has been applied to various

(industrial and model) metallic systems to improve the
creep resistance. Lumley et al.[7,8] demonstrated that
underaged Al alloys showed a lower strain rate, and thus
a longer lifetime, compared to a fully aged counterparts.
The improvement in the creep performance after an
under-ageing heat treatment is achieved by the dynamic
precipitation of free solute atoms and the subsequent
retardation of dislocation motion during the creep test.
Laha et al. [9,10] reported that the combined addition of
boron and nitrogen into austenitic stainless steels (with
an fcc lattice structure) is effective in reducing the cavity
growth rate, as well as increasing the creep rupture
strength. During creep, BN preferentially precipitates on
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the free cavity surfaces and thereby partially heals the
cavities.[9–11] For ferritic steels (with a bcc lattice
structure), a series of binary systems,[6,12–20] including
Fe-Cu, Fe-Au, Fe-Mo and Fe-W, serving as model alloy
systems have been investigated systematically to reveal
the mechanism and criteria of self-healing. The compo-
sition of these alloys was selected such that at the
operating temperatures the solute is in a supersaturated
state by approximately 1 at.pct. The supersaturated
solute atoms are expected to segregate at the open-vol-
ume defect sites and fill them progressively, and there-
fore, the coalescing of the cavities can be prevented or
delayed. The Fe-Cu system has been shown to be
moderately effective in enhancing the creep resistance.[12,
21] Cu-rich precipitates were found to fill the cavities
formed during creep. However, owing to the similar
atomic radius of the precipitating Cu atom and the
matrix Fe atom, the Cu atoms were found to show only
a weak preference to precipitate in the open-volume
cavities, in comparison with precipitation along the
intact grain boundaries and dislocations within the
matrix.[12,13] This competing precipitation route leads to
a gradual depletion of the available healing atoms (in
the form of supersaturated solute Cu) when a cavity is
formed and needs to be filled. The Au atom has an
atomic radius that is 13 pct larger than that of the Fe
atom, which results in an appreciable strain energy for
segregation in the Fe-Au solid solution. It is therefore
expected to show an obvious site-selective healing effect,
i.e., the Au-rich precipitates will form almost exclusively
on the free cavity surface and disk-shaped precipitates
connected to the dislocations in the matrix will remain
nano-sized as they are restricted in their
growth.[14,15,17,20] In a related recent study, Zhang
et al. [22] demonstrated that Au atoms dissolved in bcc
iron can also actively heal nuclear radiation damage in a
mechanism not unlike that for creep damage healing.
Considering the costliness and the limited availability of
Au, Fe-Mo[16] and Fe-W[18] systems were investigated as
an alternative. In Fe-Mo and Fe-W alloys the precip-
itating phase responsible for healing is not the solute-
rich fcc phase, but the intermetallic Laves phase (Fe2Mo
and Fe2W, respectively). Both the Fe-Mo and Fe-W
system showed a high self-healing potential and site-se-
lective phenomena similar to the Fe-Au system, except
for the slower kinetics due to the lower diffusivity of Mo
and W in bcc Fe. Based on the observations from the
above-mentioned experiments and complementary com-
putation studies,[23] the essential requirements for the
self-healing capability can be formulated[6]: (i) a super-
saturation to provide the driving force so that the
healing agent can precipitate at the defect sites; (ii) a
relatively large misfit between the matrix phase and the
newly formed precipitate phase such that the precipita-
tion within the matrix can be restrained by the nucle-
ation barrier; (iii) a larger diffusivity of the healing
element compared to the diffusivity of iron, so that the
vacancy flux would be reversed away from the cavity
due to the Kirkendall effect; and (iv) there should be no
chemical reaction between the healing element and iron
matrix so that the solute diffusion towards the cavity is
not interfered.

So far, the self-healing of creep damage in ferritic
Fe-based alloys by precipitation triggered by cavities[19]

resulting in an extended creep lifetime,[17] has only been
demonstrated for binary alloys. To transfer the concept
of self-healing to systems with a higher complexity closer
to that of commercial (multi-component) creep-resistant
steels, a ternary Fe-X-Y system with two healing
elements can provide insight in the interplay between
two separate healing agents in the same system.
In the present study, we explore the damage behavior

of a ternary Fe-3Au-4W (wt pct) alloy containing two
different healing elements: the fast diffusing Au and the
slower diffusing W. The composition of the alloy was
selected such that at the pre-defined and set testing
temperature of 823 K (550 �C) both elements are in a
supersaturated state with approximately 1 at. pct of
supersaturation for both elements. The concentration of
each solute element in the Fe-3Au-4W ternary system is
comparable to our previously studied Fe-3Au and
Fe-4W binary systems. Creep tests at a fixed tempera-
ture with different constant applied stresses were per-
formed to evaluate the creep properties of the new
ternary alloy. The resulting microstructures of the
fractured samples are studied in detail by scanning and
transmission electron microscopy to evaluate the cavity
filling behavior and the mass transfer of supersaturated
solute to the defect sites.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

High-purity Fe-Au-W ternary alloy sheets were pro-
duced on order by Goodfellow�. The as-received
material contains 3.826 wt pct (1.222 at.pct) W and
3.073 wt pct (0.916 at.pct) Au with balance Fe. Dog-
bone-shaped creep samples with a gauge length of
12.5 mm and a cross section of 3 mm2 were cut by spark
erosion, where the gauge length was chosen to be in the
rolling direction. The samples were sealed in an evac-
uated quartz tube filled with 200 mbar ultra-high purity
argon to prevent oxidation during annealing. After
annealing for 5 hours at 1141 K (868 �C) in order to
solutionize the solute atoms Au and W, the samples
were quenched into water. The as-quenched samples
were examined using electron microscopy to assure that
the samples are properly homogenized and that there is
no precipitation before the creep tests (Figure S1). The
solutionized as-quenched samples showed an average
grain size of 103(37) lm. Creep experiments until
rupture were performed under vacuum at a constant
temperature of 823 K (550 �C) and with constant stress
levels ranging from 170 to 235 MPa. The experiment
conditions are summarized in Table I, while the exper-
imental details of the test facility can be found in
Reference 17.
Both the microstructure in the uniform deformation

region and the actual fracture surfaces were character-
ized via scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using a
JEOL JSM 6500F instrument equipped with energy-dis-
perse X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), viz.: ThermoFisher
UltraDry detector (30 mm2) with Noran System Seven
software for data acquisition and analysis. To reveal the
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precipitate crystal structure and composition, transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM) measurements were
taken using a FEI Cs-corrected cubed Titan instrument.
Elemental analysis was done with an Oxford Instru-
ments EDX detector X-MaxN 100TLE. Lattice images
were collected on a Gatan US1000 camera. ADF
(Annular Dark Field) images and EDX spectra for
elemental mapping were collected in STEM (scanning
transmission electron microscopy) mode.

III. RESULTS

A. Creep Results

The strain versus time results of the Fe-Au-W alloy
samples loaded at a fixed temperature of 823 K (550 �C)
but for different constant loads are shown in Figure 1(a).
The derived steady-state strain rate (obtained by linear
fitting of the strain levels covering 15 to 85 pct lifetime)
and creep lifetime are presented in Figures 1(b) and (c),
respectively. The initial strain of the samples increases
with the increase in load. Soon after the loads are fully
applied, the steady-state creep begins with a strain rate
that remains about constant for most of the lifetime of
these small samples. The transition from the steady-state
creep to the tertiary creep occurs with a sharp increase in
the strain rate, leading to a subsequent failure of the
sample. The final strain ranges from 5 to 9 pct, while the
strain attributed by the steady-state creep is below 1 pct,
indicating a brittle nature of the ternary Fe-Au-W alloy.
The steady-state strain rate fulfills the Sherby–Dorn
equation[24] _eS ¼ Admrn exp �Q=RTð Þ, whereA is a struc-
ture dependent constant, d is the grain size, m is the grain
size exponent, r is the applied stress, n is the stress
exponent,Q is the activation energy,R is the gas constant,
and T is the temperature in kelvin. The corresponding
stress exponent for the steady-state strain rate n is 4.0(8),
while the stress exponent derived from the lifetime

corresponds to 4.6(5). The creep results of our previous
Fe-Au[19,20] and Fe-W[18] alloys are also presented in
Figures 1(b) and (c) for comparison. The Fe-W alloy has
a grain size of 127 lm, which is comparable to the
Fe-Au-W grain size of 103 lm; thus, the original data are
shown. Since the grain size of the Fe-Au alloy was smaller
(57 lm), the strain rate and the lifetime of the Fe-Au alloy
have been normalized using the grain size exponent
(m = � 2[17]). It can be seen that among these three
alloys, the Fe-Au-W alloy has the lowest strain rate and
the longest lifetime. The stress exponent for the Fe-Au-W
and Fe-W alloys are comparable, indicating a similar
creep-controlling mechanism. While for the Fe-Au alloy,
the creep-controlling mechanism is likely to be different,
especially in the low-stress regime. The strain rates and
lifetimes for the three alloys with their experimental
conditions are summarized in Table I.

B. Microstructure of the Creep-Failed Samples

The fracture surface of the creep-failed sample after
having been exposed to an applied stress of 200 MPa for
97.4 h is shown in Figure 2(a). The sample experienced
a decohesive rupture at a grain boundary, which is
consistent with the sudden transition from the steady-s-
tate creep to the tertiary creep, as shown in Figure 1(a).
Some precipitates can be found on the fracture surface,
both on the grain faces and at original grain corners or
edges, as indicated by arrows. Some examples of formed
cavities and precipitation healing are provided in
Figure 2(b). The cavities are preferentially formed along
the grain boundaries perpendicular to the stress direc-
tion (indicated by white arrow). Subsequently, the
precipitates nucleate on the free creep cavity surface
and then grow to fill the cavity gradually. In Figure 2(b),
an example of a cavity fully filled by precipitation is
indicated by a blue arrow. The precipitate is significantly
enriched in Au (17.3 at.pct Au and 2.1 at.pct W). The

Table I. Summary of the experiment conditions and the creep results for the present Fe-Au-W alloy and the previous Fe-Au[19,20]

and Fe-W[18] alloys. All the experiments are performed at a fixed temperature of 823 K (550 �C)

Alloy Stress (MPa) Strain Rate (h�1) Lifetime (h)

Fe-Au-W
Grain size: 103 lm

170 2.162 (3) 9 10�5 224.5
180 2.670 (1) 9 10�5 141.6
190 2.625 (3) 9 10�5 134.6
200 4.723 (6) 9 10�5 97.4
210 7.53 (2) 9 10�5 66.6
235 7.29 (1) 9 10�5 50.6
Stress exponent: n = 4.0 (8) (strain rate) n = 4.6 (5) (lifetime)

Fe-Au [19,20]

Grain size: 57 lm
60 3.190 9 10�5 641.7
80 5.080 9 10�5 375.7
100 7.362 9 10�5 209.9
117 2.748 9 10�4 57.2
Stress exponent: n = 2.9 (9) (strain rate) n = 3.4 (8) (lifetime)

Fe-W [18]

Grain size: 127 lm
100 2.6 (1) 9 10�5 1113
140 8.7 (3) 9 10�5 236.4
160 2.0 (5) 9 10�4 104.2
200 5.5 (1) 9 10�4 56.8
Stress exponent: n = 4.3 (4) (strain rate) n = 4.4 (4) (lifetime)
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precipitate indicated by a yellow arrow inside of the
cavity in Figure 2(b) is enriched in both Au and W
(1.7 at.pct Au and 3.6 at.pct W) with respect to the
nominal value. The Au and W concentration profiles

along the black line crossing the precipitate in
Figure 3(b) are measured with EDS and are presented
in Figure 2(c). The precipitate is enriched in Au with a
peak concentration of about 17 at.pct, while the W
concentration remains around the nominal value. The
Au concentration is likely to be underestimated, given
the limited resolution of the EDS. In agreement with the
binary Fe-Au system,[20] uniformly dispersed dis-
k-shaped nano-sized Au-rich particles are found within
the matrix, as shown in Figures 2(b) and (d). In contrast
to the Fe-Au binary system, no micron-scale Au
depletion zone was observed in the current ternary
Fe-Au-W alloy. As indicated in Figure 2(d), the deple-
tion zone has a maximum width of approximately
0.5 lm. The reduced width of the Au depletion zone
suggests a reduction in the effective Au volume diffu-
sivity inside the bulk of the ternary Fe-Au-W alloy due
to a suppression of the extensive subgrain formation
observed in the binary Fe-Au alloy.[17,20]

It is important to note that the precipitates are
triggered by the formation of the cavities (instead of
triggering the cavities). In the creep-failed samples,
many precipitates formed in the cavities show irregular
shapes, and their shapes match the geometry of the
corresponding cavities, indicating a cavity-triggered
healing behavior. More detailed discussions can be
found in [17] and [19]

The composition of a collection of precipitates located
on samples with varying creep lifetimes is analyzed by
EDS and the results are summarized in Figure 3. The
vertical dotted line corresponds to the nominal Au
concentration and the horizontal dotted line corre-
sponds to the nominal W concentration. The data points
located in the blue-shaded region and the yellow-shaded
region correspond to the precipitates enriched in W and
in Au, respectively. The data points in the non-shaded
region represent the precipitates enriched in both Au
and W. It can be observed that the precipitates have a
composition that ranges up to 20 at.pct Au and 8 at.pct
W. Independent of the lifetime most of the precipitates
are either enriched in Au or enriched in W, and only a
few precipitates are enriched in both Au and W. This
indicates that the Au-rich and W-rich precipitates are
formed independently, and that within the experimental
resolution of the EDS, Au-rich and W-rich precipitates
rarely occupy the same cavity.
In order to characterize the precipitation behavior in

more detail, additional TEM experiments were per-
formed. Figure 4 shows the TEM results for the sample
that was exposed to a stress of 190 MPa at a temper-
ature of 823 K (550 �C). As shown in Figure 4(a),
disk-shaped precipitates are found uniformly dis-
tributed within the matrix. The disks have a diameter
of 40 to 150 nm and a diameter-to-thickness ratio
ranging from 5 to 10. An interface relationship of
(015)matrix||(116)precipitate and orientation relationships
of [002]matrix||[002]precipitate and [200]matrix||[110]precipitate
are found between the matrix and the disk-shaped
precipitates. As shown in the elemental map in
Figure 4(b), the disks are enriched in Au, while the W
distribution is about uniform. A line scan across a
precipitate (shown in Figure S2) shows an Au

Fig. 1—(a) Creep curves for the Fe-Au-W alloy samples with
different constant stress levels at a temperature of 823 K (550 �C).
(b) Derived steady-stage strain rate and (c) creep lifetime as a
function of applied stress. The strain rates and lifetimes of the
previous Fe-Au[19,20] and Fe-W[18] samples are also summarized and
compared in (b) and (c).
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concentration of 56 at.pct in the center. The disks have
an fcc structure, with a lattice parameter of
a0 = 3.95(6) Å, corresponding to a gold concentration
of 61(20) at.pct for the precipitate. The gold concentra-
tion of the surrounding matrix is lower than the nominal
value (about 0.6 at. pct). Au-rich disks are found to be
connected to dislocations (Figure 4(c)). Since no disks
were observed in an as-quenched sample, it can be
concluded that the disk-shaped precipitates nucleate
from the dislocations, which are generated during creep.
No W-rich precipitates are found in the matrix of the
creep-failed sample. On the grain boundaries with no
cavities, many precipitates with a size of 5 to 50 nm are
observed (Figure 4(d)). These precipitates are enriched
in either Au or W and the two types of precipitates are
usually found in contact with each other (Figure 4(e)).

C. Fracture Surface

To clarify the formation of creep cavities, precipitation
on the creep cavity surface and the interaction between
Au-rich and W-rich precipitates, the fracture surfaces
after creep were examined. The brittleness of the material
and the decohesive rupture enabled a direct observation

Fig. 2—Scanning electron microscopy data for Fe-Au-W alloy sample after creep at a constant stress of 200 MPa at 823 K (550 �C). (a)
Fracture surface of the creep-failed sample. The white arrows indicate the precipitates. (b) Micrograph for the same sample. The blue arrow
indicated precipitate is significantly enriched in Au while the yellow arrow indicated precipitate is enriched in both Au and W. (c) Composition
profile of the line scan in (b). (d) Micrograph of the same sample. Au-rich disks and an Au depletion zone can be observed (Color figure online).

Fig. 3—Collected precipitate compositions for precipitates in creep
samples with different stress levels and creep lifetimes. The vertical
dotted line and the horizontal dotted line indicate the nominal Au
concentration and the nominal W concentration, respectively.
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of the grain boundary fracture, with complementary
mirror-like information from both sides of the fracture
surface. Figure 5 shows the fracture surface of the
creep-failed sample after creep at a stress of 200 MPa.
Two kinds of cavities can be observed in Figures 5(a) and
(b): (i) large rectangular-shaped cavities (box 1 in
Figure 5(f)) and (ii) small ellipsoid-shaped cavities (box
2 in Figure 5(f)), which are often fully filled with
precipitation. In this case, most of the precipitates stick
to one side of the broken sample (side A), but generally,
the precipitates are found on both surfaces (see the
neighbor grain on the right-hand side). By comparing the
precipitate shape with the shape of the corresponding
dent on the opposite surface, it seems that the ellipsoid
cavities are fully filled by the micro-sized precipitates.

As shown in Figures 5(c) through (f), some nano-
sized precipitates (significantly smaller than the ellip-
soidal particles) are found inside the rectangular

cavities. Unlike the ellipsoidal micro-sized precipitates,
the nano-sized precipitates are distributed over the
cavity surface, showing only a limited degree of filling.
To determine the composition of the two types of the
precipitates, the atomic concentrations of Fe, Au and W
were mapped using EDS, as shown in Figure 5(c). The
ellipsoidal micro-sized particles correspond to Au-rich
precipitates (with a highest observed concentration of
about 8 at.pct Au), while the nano-sized particles in the
rectangular cavities are enriched in W (up to about
5 at.pct W). A closer observation of the cavities covered
with nano-sized particles yields more detailed informa-
tion. As shown in Figures 5(d) and (e), spots 1 and 4 are
only enriched in W, while spots 2 and 3 are enriched in
both Au and W. The nano-sized particles in the
rectangular cavities are generally enriched in W, but
some of the nano-sized particles are found to be
enriched in Au. By comparing this observation with

Fig. 4—TEM results for the Fe-Au-W alloy sample after creep at a stress of 190 MPa. (a) Disk-shaped precipitates in the matrix. (b) Elemental
distribution of Au and W for the selected square area in (a). (c) Disk-shaped precipitates (with 3 perpendicular orientations) connected with
dislocations (lines) are observed in the matrix. (d) Precipitates on a grain boundary without cavities. (e: Elemental distribution of Au and W for
the selected square area in (d). By overlapping the distribution of Au and W, one can see that the Au-rich and W-rich precipitates are in
contact.
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the TEM results in Figures 4(d) and (e), where
nano-sized Au-rich and W-rich precipitates are both
found on the grain boundary, it can be concluded that
spots 2 and 3 correspond to a situation where nano-sized
Au-rich and W-rich particles both are located inside the
rectangular cavity, and that these two types of
nano-particles are in direct contact with each other.

Although it is experimentally found that nano-sized
Au-rich and W-rich particles can be formed within the
same cavity, in most cases the cavity is filled with either
Au-rich or W-rich precipitates. In Figure 5(f), boxes 1
and 2 provide some insight in the interaction between
Au-rich and W-rich precipitates during healing. In the
rectangular cavity in box 1 only nano-sized particles are
found. On the contrary, the two cavities in box 2 are
filled with Au-rich precipitates, which are attached to
the opposite side (side A) of the fracture surface, and the
cavities on side B show a very clean counterpart without
nano-sized W-rich particles. In most of the examined
cavities, the micro-sized Au-rich and the nano-sized
W-rich precipitates demonstrate a persistent reluctance
to coexist with each other, within the resolution of the
EDS. A rare cavity showing both micro-sized Au-rich
precipitates and nano-sized W-rich precipitates is shown
in Figure 5(e). These fracture surface observations agree
well with the result in Figure 3: the precipitates are

enriched in either Au or W and only few of the cavities
are found to be filled by both types of precipitates.
In addition to the precipitates in the cavities, some

uniformly distributed nano-sized particles are also
found in the area around the cavities, as can be seen
from Figures 5(d) through (f). This area of the fracture
surface without cavities was intact at the end of the
steady-state creep and only formed in the rapidly
evolving final (tertiary) creep stage. EDS results show
that these particles are enriched in W. No Au-rich
particles are found on the fracture surface around the
cavities.
The fracture surface of the creep-failed sample at a

stress of 235 MPa is presented in Figures 6(a) through
(d). With a shorter lifetime due to a higher stress, the
size of both the cavities and precipitates is generally
smaller. Two regions can be distinguished from the
fracture surface: (i) a region with a net-shaped pattern in
the vicinity of the grain edges and (ii) a flatter interior
region. In the flatter region, the precipitate distribution
shows a preference towards the grain edges, indicating
that the cavities located on the grain edges or corners are
preferentially healed. The net-shaped pattern may be
induced by subgrain boundaries and dislocation cells
that have formed in the initial creep stage.[25] Similar to
the creep-failed sample at a stress of 200 MPa presented

Fig. 5—(a) and (b): Both sides of a grain boundary fracture surface of the Fe-Au-W alloy sample after creep at a stress of 200 MPa. (c):
Elemental distribution of Fe, Au and W for the selected square area in (a). (d) through (f): Precipitates of different sizes are found in the
cavities: the micro-sized precipitates in (e) are Au-rich, while the nano-sized particles inside of the rectangular cavities are generally W-rich, but
some Au-rich nano-sized particles are also found. The micro-sized Au-rich and nano-sized W-rich precipitates rarely coexist, but an occasional
example of coexistence is found in (e).
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in Figure 5, the same two types of precipitates are
observed on the fracture surface for a sample with a
relatively short lifetime. In Figures 6(a) through (d) the
relatively large Au-rich precipitates and the nano-sized
W-rich particles, which are scattered over the surface of
the rectangular cavities, are indicated by the yellow and
blue arrows, respectively. The morphology of the
Au-rich precipitates is different from those observed in
the samples with a relatively long lifetime. Instead of an
ellipsoidal shape, the Au-rich particles have a more
irregular shape, especially in the region with the
net-shaped pattern. It is worth to note that in
Figures 6(c) and (d), the cavities and the Au-rich
precipitates do not have a one-to-one correspondence,
as observed in the creep-failed sample at a stress of
200 MPa. Some of the cavities on side A do not have a
corresponding precipitate on side B, indicating that the
sample is in an early stage of filling where the Au-rich
precipitation has just started to take place, initiated by
the formation of the cavity.

In Figures 6(e) through (h), the fracture surface of the
creep-failed sample at a stress of 180 MPa with a longer
lifetime of 141.6 hours is presented. The two types of
precipitates with micron-sized Au-rich precipitates and
W-rich nanoscale precipitates, as well as the reluctance
for coexistence of Au-rich and W-rich precipitates in a
single cavity, are evident from Figures 6(e) and (f).
These observations are consistent with the results for the
samples with a stress of 200 MPa (97.4 hours) and
235 MPa (50.6 hours). However, in Figures 6(g) and
(h), a large number of cavities are half-filled by Au-rich
precipitates (indicated by the blue arrow) and are
decorated by the nano-sized W-rich particles (indicating
by yellow arrows) over the cavity surface. Compared
with the observations from samples with shorter life-
times, it is most probable that these cavities are initially
occupied by both W-rich and Au-rich nano-sized
precipitates but that during the relatively long lifetime
the Au-rich precipitates have overgrown the W-rich
precipitates by their faster kinetics.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Mechanism of Selective Healing

It was experimentally observed that the creep cavities
were fully or partially filled by precipitates that segre-
gated from the homogeneous supersaturated matrix. As
indicated in Figure 2, both the cavities and the precip-
itates showed a preference to form at grain boundaries
oriented perpendicular to the stress direction or at the
grain boundary edges. The observed precipitates are
different in composition, size, shape, spatial distribution
and degree of filling. As shown in Figures 5 and 6, the
Au-rich precipitates are usually found to be micro-
n-sized with ellipsoidal shapes, while the W-rich parti-
cles are usually roundish and nano-sized. Some
nano-sized Au-rich particles are also found in contact
with W-rich precipitates. Many micron-sized Au-rich
precipitates on the fracture surface show complementary
shapes with the cavities they fill on either side of the
fracture surface, indicating that the cavities are fully
filled. The W-rich precipitates, on the other hand, are
scattered over the cavity surfaces, generally showing
only a limited degree of filling. For the samples with
shorter lifetimes (less than 100 hours), the two types of
precipitates are in most cases not found to coexist on a
micron-scale: the cavities are filled by either micro-
n-sized Au-rich or nano-sized W-rich particles, while
coexistence only happens occasionally. However, nano-
sized Au-rich and W-rich precipitates can be found
concurrently in the same cavities. This observation from
the fracture surfaces is consistent with the precipitates
composition distribution shown in Figure 3, where most
of the precipitates are enriched in either Au or W. The
few precipitates enriched in both Au and W may
correspond to (i) the occasionally observed coexistence
behavior of micron-sized Au-rich precipitate and
nano-sized W-rich particles (Figure 5(e)) or (ii) the
coexistence of nano-sized Au-rich and W-rich particles
(Figure 5(d) and (e)).

Fig. 6—(a) through (d): The fracture surfaces for the Fe-Au-W alloy
sample after creep at a stress of 235 MPa. (e) through (h): The
fracture surfaces for the Fe-Au-W alloy sample after creep at a stress
of 180 MPa. The blue arrows indicate Au-rich precipitates while
yellow arrows indicate W-rich particles (Color figure online).
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It is worth to note that both Au-rich and W-rich
precipitates show an obvious site selectivity, i.e., the
precipitates form exclusively on free surfaces. No
precipitation takes place within the bulk, except for
the nano-sized, disk-shaped Au precipitates
(Figures 2(d) and 4), which were also observed in the
binary Fe-Au system.[17,20] These Au-rich disks were
found to be connected to dislocations (Figure 4(c)),
which act as nucleation sites, and can be consumed by
the nucleation and growth of the healing precipitates in
the nearby grain boundary cavities. After the dis-
k-shaped precipitates are consumed, a depletion zone
forms in the vicinity of the grain boundary
(Figure 2(d)). The site selectivity results from the strain
energy generated by the misfit between the solute and
the matrix atoms.

The healing mechanism of the Fe-Au-W system is
illustrated in Figure 7. In stage I (Figure 7(a)), the
as-quenched sample is homogeneous without any matrix
precipitates or grain boundary segregation (as confirmed
in Figure S1). When the sample is exposed to high

temperature and stress (stage II), solute atoms segregate
on the grain boundaries in the form of nano-sized
Au-rich and W-rich precipitates. Meanwhile, disloca-
tions are generated, which act as nucleation sites for the
formation of Au-rich disk-shaped precipitates within the
matrix. As indicated in Figure 7(b), the Au-rich disks,
which are connected to dislocations, form uniformly
within the matrix and remain stable until a cavity is
formed nearby. When a cavity is generated (stage III),
the healing takes place. Since the grain boundary
diffusivity is orders of magnitude larger than the bulk
diffusivity, a 1D bulk diffusion towards the grain
boundary takes place once a free surface in the form
of a creep cavity is generated. The solute Au atoms in
the matrix diffuse towards the grain boundary as the
grain boundary serves as a fast path in transferring the
healing solute towards the cavity. During this process,
the nano-sized grain boundary Au-rich precipitates
(formed in stage II) are consumed via grain boundary
diffusion. Meanwhile, the nano-sized W-rich precipitates
(formed in stage II) are left on the grain boundary, since

Fig. 7—Mechanism of cavity formation and solute healing. (a) The as-quenched sample, showing a homogenized composition without matrix
precipitation or grain boundary segregation. (b) When the stress is applied, dislocation-connected Au-disks (indicated by the black arrows) form
uniformly in the matrix. Meanwhile, the grain boundary precipitation (enriched in either Au or W, as indicated by the dashed line) forms. (c)
When a cavity is generated, an Au-rich precipitate fills the cavity by 1D diffusion from the bulk to the grain boundary and grain boundary
diffusion towards the cavity. The Au-rich precipitates on the grain boundary is consumed and W-rich particles are left on the grain boundary
(indicated by the black arrows). An Au depletion zone is subsequently generated due to the consumption of the Au-disks in the matrix. (d) A
cavity forms within the Au depletion zone and is partly filled by nano-sized W-rich precipitates (and some sparse nano-sized Au-rich
precipitates).
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the diffusivity of W is much slower than that of Au. This
phenomenon can be observed in Figures 5(d) through
(f), where W-rich precipitates can be found on the
fracture surface around the creep cavities. If the amount
of solute and precipitated Au atoms on the grain
boundary is not enough to fully fill the cavity, the
disk-shaped Au-rich precipitates in the matrix are
subsequently consumed. In this situation, a depletion
zone for Au is generated in the vicinity of the grain
boundary. The width of the depletion zone is either
determined by the volume of the cavity (when the cavity
is small) or by the bulk solute diffusion length (when the
cavity is large). This phenomenon is illustrated in
Figure 7(c) (and supported by the data in Figure 2(d)).
When a cavity forms in the depletion zone for Au (stage
IV), it can only be filled by W-rich precipitates, as
illustrated in Figure 7(d). Unlike the Au-rich precipi-
tates, the W-rich precipitates only provide a limited
degree of healing, due to the lower diffusivity of W.
Some nano-sized Au-rich particles can also form in these
new-formed cavities, but the precipitates are predomi-
nantly enriched in W (as observed in Figure 5(c)).

B. Filling Ratio

Analogous to our previous 3D nano-tomography
studies on self-healing of creep damage in Fe-Au[19] and
Fe-W[18] alloys, the healing efficiency can be estimated
from the filling ratio of the cavities (volume of the
precipitate divided by the total volume of the cavity in
which it formed). The estimated filling ratios (see
supplementary information for details), obtained from
the experimental fracture surfaces for the creep-failed
samples at different stress levels are shown in Figure 8.
As expected, a higher filling ratio is achieved at a lower
stress (and correspondingly a longer lifetime). For the
lowest stress of 180 MPa (with the longest lifetime) a
filling ratio of 71 pct was achieved. According to our
previous research,[16,18,19] the cavities already start to
form at the beginning of the creep. However, the healing

only starts after the cavity reaches a certain volume.
Therefore, if the sample lifetime is short, the precipitates
may not have had enough time to grow and catch up
with the growth of the cavities. Owing to the relatively
short lifetime, the highest stress of 235 MPa results in
the lowest filling ratio.

C. The Size of the Precipitates and the Creep Cavities

In our previous studies,[18,19] the time evolution of the
average volume for a precipitate (or a cavity) was fitted
by V ¼ ktn, where V is the average volume of a
precipitate a cavity, t is the time, k and n are constants
that dependent on the material and the condition
whether or not the precipitates (or cavities) are linked
to their neighbors. For all the precipitates and isolated
cavities, n = 0.8. For the linked cavities, the exponent n
has a higher value of 1.3.
To compare the results of the current ternary system

with the previous binary alloys, the average diameters of
the cavities and precipitates as a function of time are

Fig. 9—Evolution of the size of (a) the precipitates and (b) the
cavities as a function of time. The dotted curves represent the
experimental data for the binary Fe-3Au[19] and Fe-4W[18] systems.
The equivalent diameter corresponds to d ¼ ð6=pÞ ktnð Þ1=3, where k
and n are the experimentally determined growth constant and
growth exponent, respectively.

Fig. 8—Average filling ratio for the Fe-Au-W alloy samples after
creep at a stress of 180, 200 and 235 MPa.
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shown in Figure 9 (examples of the size distributions are
presented in Figure S3). For the present ternary alloy,
the average sizes of the cavities and the Au-rich
precipitates show an increase with time, although at a
stress of 180 MPa (with a lifetime of 141.6 hours) both
the Au-rich precipitates and the cavities are smaller than
their counterparts at a stress of 200 MPa (with a lifetime
of 97 hours). Although the average cavity size at a stress
of 180 MPa is smaller than that at 200 MPa, the size of
the top 20 pct largest cavities in the two samples are
comparable. In fact, as shown in Figure 9(b), the
difference between the top 20 pct cavity size and the
average cavity size increases for a decrease in stress (and
correspondingly an increase in lifetime). The top 20 pct
cavities generally correspond to the rectangular cavities
(which are partially filled by W-rich cavities), while the
average cavity sizes are attributed to both the partially
filled and the fully filled cavities. The partially filled
cavities grow continuously, while the growth of the fully
filled cavities is stopped (or strongly suppressed).

By comparing the cavity evolution among the three
systems, a smaller cavity growth rate is observed for the
new ternary alloy. In the Fe-Au-W alloy, Au-rich
precipitates are smaller in size than both the Au-rich
precipitate in Fe-Au system and the W-rich Laves
precipitates in Fe-W system. The most pronounced
difference lies in the size of the W-rich precipitates with
only 30 to 60 nm in diameter in the Fe-Au-W system,
which is one order of magnitude smaller than the
precipitates in the Fe-W binary system. The formation
of W-rich precipitates has apparently been suppressed
strongly in the ternary alloy.

D. Number Density and Volume Fraction

The number of cavities and of Au-rich precipitates per
unit of fracture surface area (2D number density) for the
ternary Fe-Au-W alloy is now compared with the data
for the binary Fe-Au alloy.[19] Assuming that: (1) all the
cavities and precipitates are located on grain boundaries
and (2) the decohesive rupture takes place along the
grain boundaries whose orientation angles to the stress
direction are larger than 45 deg (about perpendicular to
the applied stress). Then the 2D number density can be
converted from our current measurement to a 3D

volume number density. According to our previous
study[20] about 2/3 of the precipitates are located on the
grain boundaries with an GB/stress orientation angle
larger than 45 deg. The volume number density is thus
estimated to be nV ¼ 3=2ð ÞnA=dG for the cavities and
nV ¼ 3nA=dG for the Au-rich precipitates, where dG is
the average grain size and nA is the areal number density
of precipitates or cavities (average of the observation on
both sides of the fracture surface). Assuming a spherical
shape for the cavities (precipitates), the corresponding
volume fraction of the cavities (precipitates) can be
written as fV ¼ p=6ð Þd3nV, where p=6ð Þd3 corresponds to
the average volume of the cavities (precipitates). The
results are summarized in Table II. Compared to the
binary Fe-Au alloy, the ternary Fe-Au-W alloy has
smaller cavities and precipitates, but the number density
of the cavities and precipitates is higher. In the binary
system a lower stress (and thus a longer lifetime) results
in larger cavities, larger precipitates and lower number
densities. This phenomenon is related to a precipi-
tate-precipitate coalescence and cavity-cavity linking,[19]

which can result in an increase in particle size and a
decrease in number density. Considering the larger
stresses applied to the ternary alloy, as well as its brittle
nature, it can be concluded that in the ternary alloy the
coalesce of the cavities and precipitates is limited when
the stress is higher than 180 MPa.

E. Healing Kinetics

The volume diffusivity of solute Au and W in bcc-iron
at a temperature of 823 K (550 �C) corresponds to
7.4 9 10�19 m2 s�1 and 3.3 9 10�21 m2 s�1,[26] respec-
tively. Given the dilute nature of the ternary alloy it is
assumed that these values also apply to the ternary
alloy. As no values have been reported for the grain
boundary diffusivity of Au and W in bcc-iron, the Fe
self-diffusivity along the grain boundary is taken, which
amounts to 2.4 9 10�14 m2 s�1.[27] The grain boundary
diffusivity is orders of magnitude higher than the
volume diffusivity, indicating that volume diffusion is
the rate-controlling process. In this situation, the diffu-
sion of the solute atoms towards the creep cavities can
thus be simplified by a 1D diffusion,[28] i.e., the
supersaturated solute atoms diffuse towards the nearest

Table II. Volume number density of the Au-rich precipitates and cavities of the current ternary samples and the previous binary
Fe-Au samples.[19] All the experiments are performed at a fixed temperature of 823 K (550 �C)

Sample Stress (MPa) Lifetime (hours)

d (lm) nV (lm�3) fV (Percent)

ppt Cavity ppt Cavity ppt Cavity

Fe-Au 60 641.7 0.76 (4) 1.5 (1) 1.7 (1) 9 10�4 7.0 (5) 9 10�5 0.098 0.64
80 375.7 0.63 (4) 1.50 (6) 1.3 (1) 9 10�4 7.6 (3) 9 10�5 0.24 0.76
100 209.9 0.67 (3) 0.86 (2) 9.3 (6) 9 10�4 1.94 (6) 9 10�4 0.35 0.24
117 57.2 0.63 (3) 0.85 (4) 1.11 (7) 9 10�3 9.2 (5) 9 10�5 0.14 0.11

Fe-Au-W 180 141.6 0.27 (9) 0.7 (1) 1.1 (4) 9 10�2 1.4 (2) 9 10�3 0.032 (7) 0.10 (2)
200 97.4 0.44 (5) 0.8 (2) 3.3 (5) 9 10�3 1.8 (3) 9 10�3 0.03 (1) 0.09 (3)
235 50.6 0.203 (4) 0.6 (1) 1.1 (3) 9 10�2 1.9 (1) 9 10�3 0.011 (6) 0.033 (6)
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grain boundaries, before they are transferred to the
cavities by grain boundary diffusion. In the diffusion
process of the supersaturated solute from the bulk to the
creep cavities the volume diffusivity is the rate-control-
ling factor, while grain boundaries serve as fast diffusion
paths. The 1D flux (from one side of the matrix) is
estimated by[28]:

JX ¼ DXDx
X

1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

pDXt
p

� �

¼ Dx
X

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

DX

pt

r

; ½1�

where Dx ¼ x1 � x1 is the supersaturation of the
solute, DX is the diffusivity of the solute element in the
matrix phase, X is the atomic volume and t is the time.
Assuming that the solute that arrives at the free sur-
face forms a layer with a fixed solute concentration xp,
the layer thickness a follows from the mass balance
xp

da

dt
¼ XJX. Starting from a homogeneous supersatu-

rated matrix with a t ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ 0 this results in a para-
bolic thickening of the precipitate layer:

a tð Þ ¼ X
xp

Z

t

0

JX a; t0ð Þdt0 ¼ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

DXt
p

ffiffiffi

p
p Dx

xp
: ½2�

When k is the creep cavity spacing at the grain
boundary (oriented perpendicular to the stress) then a
surface area S0 = k2 contributes to the cavity filling by
solute transport from the bulk. For a surface area S0 the
total precipitation volume amounts to:

Vdiff tð Þ ¼ aðtÞS0 ¼
2S0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

DXt
p
ffiffiffi

p
p Dx

xp
: ½3�

Experimentally, the total precipitation volume on one
single side of the fracture surface with a surface area
of S0 can be estimated as:

Vexp ¼ p
6
S0 d

3 nA ½4�

where p=6ð Þd3 corresponds to the average volume of the
precipitates, nA is the areal number density.

The calculated and experimental results are shown in
Figure 10. It is worth to note that the Au-rich precip-
itates are more or less uniformly distributed over the
whole fracture surface, while the W-rich precipitates are
only distributed within the rectangular-shaped cavities.
As shown in Figures 5(d) through (f), the areal number
density of W-rich particles is only meaningful when the
area of the rectangular-shaped cavity is considered
(instead of the whole fracture surface area). Therefore,
the values of nA for the W-rich and Au-rich precipitates
in Eq.[4] are studied in different areal units. As shown in
Figure 10, the W-rich precipitates volume estimated
from the experiments agrees well with the result calcu-
lated based on the 1D diffusion, indicating that the
precipitation of the W-rich phase is controlled locally by
the volume diffusion of W atoms towards the cavity
surface. The precipitation of the Au-rich phase, on the
other hand, has a faster kinetics compared to the
prediction by the 1D diffusion model, suggesting the

presence of faster pathways, in comparison to volume
diffusion. In our previous study,[20] an effective diffusiv-
ity, which is two orders of magnitude larger than the
volume diffusivity was observed, owing to the formation
of subgrains during creep. Since no evidence of sub-
grains was observed, the faster healing kinetics might be
attributed by other defects, such as dislocations.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The autonomous healing of creep-induced grain
boundary cavities by Au-rich and W-rich precipitates in
a Fe-3Au-4W (wt pct) ternary system have been studied.
The ternary alloy,with two supersaturatedhealing solutes
inside, serves as a model system to provide insight in the
interplay between two separate healing agents. The creep
tests were done at a high temperature of 823 K (550 �C)
with different applied stresses. The creep properties of the
ternary alloy are evaluated and compared with those of
the previously studied Fe-Au and Fe-W binary systems.
The microstructures of the creep-failed samples are
studied in detail by electron microscopy to investigate
the cavity filling behavior and the mass transfer of
supersaturated solute to the defect sites. The main
conclusions are as follows:

(1) Compared with the two binary Fe-Au and Fe-W
systems, the ternary Fe-Au-W system shows the
lowest steady-state strain rate and the longest
creep lifetime. The Fe-Au-W alloy has similar
creep rate-controlling mechanism as the Fe-W
alloy.

(2) During creep at a temperature of 823 K (550 �C),
Au-rich and W-rich precipitates form predomi-
nantly on the free surface of the creep-induced
cavities and thus heal the cavities. A filling ratio

Fig. 10—Diffusion controlled precipitation volume as a function of
time. The solid curves are calculated by Vdiff tð Þ ¼
2=

ffiffiffi

p
p

ð Þ Dx
�

xp
� �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

DXt
p

and the scattered data points are calculated by

Vexp ¼ p=6ð Þ d3 nA. Note that the W-rich precipitate volume is

estimated by assuming that the W-rich precipitates are uniformly

distributed over the creep cavity surface.
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of 71 pct is achieved for the for the lowest applied
stress of 180 MPa.

(3) By investigating the fracture surfaces of the
creep-failed samples, two types of precipitates
are found: micron-sized Au-rich precipitates and
nano-sized W-rich particles. The Au-rich precip-
itates show the capacity of fully filling the cavities,
while the W-rich particles, which are distributed
over the cavity surface, show only a limited degree
of healing. The two types of precipitates show an
apparent reluctance of coexistence when the
lifetime is shorter than 100 h.

(4) The healing mechanism of the Fe-Au-W system is
as follows: due to the fast Au diffusivity, ear-
ly-formed creep-induced cavities are filled by the
Au-rich precipitates, which results in the forma-
tion of a zone that is depleted in Au. The cavities
that form at a later stage in this Au-depleted zone
can only be partially filled by W-rich precipitates.

(5) Compared to the previous binary Fe-Au and
Fe-W systems, the average sizes of the precipitates
and the cavities in the ternary Fe-W-Au system
are smaller, while their number densities are
larger. This indicates that the precipitate-precip-
itate coalescence and the cavity-cavity linkage is
limited.

(6) The Au-rich precipitation is controlled by a
combination of volume diffusion and grain
boundary diffusion of supersaturated Au solute,
which is accelerated by matrix defects, such as
dislocations. The W-rich precipitation in the
cavities is locally controlled by a 1D diffusion of
solute W, while the formation of W-rich Laves
phase precipitates is suppressed on microscopic
length scales.
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